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LIMIT DISTRIBllrION 

1. We agree with conclusion reftel that Soviets unlikely shuot down 

PanAm aircraft on ~ew York-Berlin run. Although there is ever-prese~t possibility 

of sudden threat against any passenger-carrying civil aircr~ft flying to Berlin~ 

we do not recall any instance in which Soviets have threatened use force against 

such eircraft. This year even before Soviets came into BASC with relatively 

routine non-guarantee flight safety for international charter and PanAA jet 

flights. we were given advance notice by Soviet noter. 
use or to take 

2. In the unlikely event Soviets • suddenly/threaten i.Jactive means 

against . 
/civil aircraft in or entering corridors (whether PenAm jets, regularly 

Telegraphic: transmission and 
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scheduled service from West Germany or international charter flights), decision to 

land must ultimately be left to discretion pil~ts. If we were to respond to verbal 

threat of "airspace violator" made while PanAm jet in mid-flight by ordering it to 

land in West i Germany, Soviets would have gained their objective without risk. Our 

response to such a threat should be to go through with flight and if plane forced down 

or dangerously harassed, then decision to react must be made within framework of 

GOEHERWOOD. In other words, to maintain Berlin's commercial air service which is 

essential to city's viability, we simply have to continue to take the risks inherent 

in flying over East Germany in the corridors. 

3. Concern expressed for PanAm international flights is also relevant for 

international charter flights since Soviets have objected to both. Therefore, we 

believe present contingency planning for substitution of military for civilian crews 

(GOPHERWOOD) should be expanded to include PanAm jet and international charter flights. 

a) For British and US charters, arrangements for substituting military for civil 

crews were discussed at LIVE OAK conference June 22, but status of follow-up action 

unclear. 

b) Ell:OM is examining feasibility having contingency capability for PanAm 

Il:-8 flights from Nev York to Berlin. Our initial view is that interim solution to 

substitute ~-6B is not desirable. 

c) Both SJ11i a) and' b) should be made a matter of quadripartite concern in Bonn 

Group and LIVE OAK. 

4. Regarding earlier filing flight plans in BASC for PanAm jet service, Embassy 

Bonn should bear in mind long-standing Soviet demand that all flight plans be submitted 
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d o deperture. In addition, before making such a chang~ we should consider 

o du followed for charter flighta. There should also be prior 

n ul a ion with British and French. Request Embassy submit further views on 

to oi b fore rai ing with Allies. 

D fen concurs. END 
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